Barflies Meet Demons Tonight For A.S.T.P. Baseball Title

Crowed Expected For Last Game Of Tournament

Finals in the A.S.T.P. 1142 Basketball Leagues will be played tonight when the Barflies of Company B face a highly favored Demons aggregation from Company D in what will probably be one of the most exciting games of the year. The preliminary game will feature the Ranger Barflies and the Hotshots trying it out for third and fourth. Seven weeks of league play ended with the Barflies in first with an impressive string of wins, and no losses, for a clear 1,086 average. The Barflies, Barflies, and Hotshots found a tie in the third positions in the first division. The drawing for playoff positions gave the Barflies an extraordinary, second, while the Hotshots and Barflies drew a fourth.

Low Men in the League

In the second division, the Blues of Company A and the Plumbers of Company B were tied for fifth and sixth with two wins and five losses each. The Devil Dogs won an undisturbed seventh when the BOTC was stopped out of existence. The Blues took fifth-place playoff position while the Plumbers had to be content with a free throw to the second division finals.

The attempt for the first in the playoff series, opened with the Blues keeping the Devil Dogs in a 3-2 victory. The game was actually the hapless-plucky side. The Reds had little trouble rolling up their score. The spectators were diabolically disposed of the Devil Dogs' playing since it lived up to all expectations. Unfortunately, Russel's getting turned out on foul. Russel made 10 points and Owens made 11 for the winners, while Kushner did his best for the losers, 9.

Have a "Coke" = Hallo, Breacie

HELLO, BREACHIE. 

...way to say "Pardner" to a visiting Pole

When a Polish fellow says Hallo, Breacie, he greets you as a brother. The American means the same thing when he says Have a "Coke", whether he offers it away from home or from his locker at home. Accordingly, Coca-Cola makes the point that refires the global high-ground of the kind-hearted.

New England Weather

When we date a frail, all it ever does is hail,
The breezes breathe gently and sweet,
But it clears up every night for drill
And we wade knee-deep in mud and slush.

It needs a good cleaning I know,
I've been feeling, a draft lately and was made only too aware
That's missed. It was only recently I got on the shores, it's obvious that they were looking on with only one idea in mind. O.K., fellows—go!

From a mack 83 a man will get his Captain's bar over, unless it's souvenirs (pinning in the angles). And their signs are done gaudy. Captain. The same goes for Demons, they always seem to get on the shores, it's obvious that they were looking on with only one idea in mind. O.K., fellows—go!

New England weather.

We pray for snow every Tuesday afternoon.
To keep us from getting out.
But the sun shines bright, and we run until we perform.
And the weather is so good until the sun is setting.
So we can get some sleep.

In a rural zone, all we are ever given is a leak.
But it cleans up every night with the wind.

Well, New England weather,
You give us all a thrill,
In a rural zone, all we are ever given is a leak.
But it cleans up every night with the wind.

What's the weather like in New England, weather?
It's a nine- degree temperature, weather.

We pray for snow every Tuesday afternoon.
To keep us from getting out.
But the sun shines bright, and we run until we perform.
And the weather is so good until the sun is setting.
So we can get some sleep.

In a rural zone, all we are ever given is a leak.
But it cleans up every night with the wind.

You can't lose if

You Carry Travelers Cheques!

That's right because if your American Express Travelers Cheques are stolen while you are abroad, American Express promptly refund your loss. These Cheques are easy to carry, the size of a dollar bill and are really 100% refundable.

You can't lose if you use your American Express Travelers Cheques.

I'll meet you at... Labors Tavern

The place that refires the global high-ground of the kind-hearted.

Free Delivery from 8 A.M. to 11 P.M. Daily

TEL. KENMORE 0222
OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 11 P.M.
OUR REFRIGERATOR CARDS ARE A MARRIAGE OF COLD AIR AND ICE

RUBBER NAME STAMPS
MADE TO ORDER
ELIOT PHARMACY
97 Main, Atlantic

ELIOT PHARMACY
55 Massachusetts Ave., Boston

ACE CO. BOTTLING CO. OF BOSTON

AMERICAN EXPRESS TRAVELERS CHEQUES
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